Hop pop stop!
At the party.
Hop pop stop
Everybody!

Hop pop stop!
At the party.
Hop pop stop
Everybody!

Drop down low and let yourself go.
Drop down low singing oh, oh, oh, oh!

Go, go, go!
Hop, hop, hop!
Pop, pop, pop!
Stop! Stop!

Hop pop stop!
At the party.
Hop pop stop
Everybody!

Hop pop stop!
At the party.
Hop pop stop
Everybody!

Drop down low singing oh, oh, oh, oh!

Go, go, go!
Hop, hop, hop!
Pop, pop, pop!
Stop! Here we go!

Hop pop stop!
At the party.
Hop pop stop
Everybody!

Hop pop stop!
At the party.
Hop pop stop
Everybody!

Drop down low and let yourself go.
Drop down low singing oh, oh, oh, oh!

Hop pop stop!
At the party.
Hop pop stop
Everybody!

Drop down low singing oh, oh, oh, oh!

Hop pop stop!
At the party.
Hop pop stop
Everybody!

Hop pop stop!
At the party.
Hop pop stop
Everybody!

Drop down low and let yourself go.

Hop pop stop!
At the party.
Hop pop stop
Everybody!

Drop down low singing oh, oh, oh, oh!

Hop pop stop!
At the party.
Hop pop stop
Everybody!

Drop down low singing oh, oh, oh, oh!

Hop pop stop!
At the party.
Hop pop stop
Everybody!